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Byzantine Musical Symbols

Prosodies (Prosodics)

These three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.

1D000 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSILI
1D001 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DASEIA
1D002 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PERISPOMENI

Ekfonetika

1D003 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIA
1D004 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIA DIPLI
1D005 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA
1D006 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VAREIA DIPLI
1D007 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATHISTI
1D008 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYMATIKI
1D009 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI
1D00A ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL YPOKRISIS
1D00B ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL YPOKRISIS DIPLI
1D00C ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KREMASTI
1D00D ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APESO
1D00E ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL EXO
1D00F ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TELEIA
1D010 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMATA
1D011 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS
1D012 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOSTROFOS DIPLI
1D013 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNEVMA
1D014 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THITA

Melodimata (Melodics)

1D015 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIA
1D016 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON
1D017 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSILON
1D018 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL CHAMILON
1D019 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL VATHY
1D01A ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMA
1D01B ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMA
1D01C ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMATA
1D01D ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SAXIMATA
1D01E ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARICHON
1D01F ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL STROOS
1D020 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIAI
1D021 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OXIAI
1D022 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APODERMA
1D023 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APOTHEMA
1D024 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KLASMA
1D025 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL REVMA
1D026 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PIASMA
1D027 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TINAGMA
1D028 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ANATRICHISMA
1D029 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SEISMA

Fonitika (Vocals)

1D02A ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNAGMA
1D02B ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL SYNAGMA
1D02C ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL OYRANISMA
1D02D ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL THEMATA
1D02E ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL LEMOI
1D02F ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DYO
1D030 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TRIA
1D031 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TESSERA
1D032 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KRATIMATA
1D033 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APES EXO
1D034 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL FTHORA
1D035 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL IMITHORA
1D036 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKON
1D037 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KATAVA
1D038 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PELASTON
1D039 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PSIFISTON
1D03A ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KONTEVMA
1D03B ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL CHOREVMA
1D03C ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL RAPISMA
1D03D ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKALESMA
1D03E ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL PARAKLITIKI
1D03F ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ICHADIN
1D040 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL NANA
1D041 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KONTEVMA
1D042 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL APES EXO
1D043 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL TROMIKON
1D044 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL STRAGGISMATA
1D045 ἐ BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GRAVTHIMA
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unicode</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D0A1</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbol Yfên Kato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D07D</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbol Yfên Ano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D07E</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbol Stavros</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Afona or Ypostaseis (Mutes or Hypostases)**

- Byzantine Musical Symbol Mikron Ison (1D057)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Vareia Neo (1D058)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Piasma Neo (1D059)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Psifiston Neo (1D05A)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Omalon (1D05B)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Antikenoma Neo (1D05C)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Lygisma (1D05D)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Paraklitiki Neo (1D05E)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Paranomos (1D05F)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Eteron Paranomos (1D060)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klyisma (1D061)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Antikenoklyisma (1D062)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tromikon Neo (1D063)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Ekstrepton (1D064)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Synagma Neo (1D065)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Syrma (1D066)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Chorevma Neo (1D067)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Epegerma (1D068)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Seisma Neo (1D069)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Xiron Klasma (1D06A)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tropikopsifiston (1D06B)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Psifistolysima (1D06C)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tropikolygisma (1D06D)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tropikoparakalesma (1D06E)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Psifistoparakalesma (1D06F)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tromikosynagma (1D070)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Psifostosynagma (1D071)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Gorgosyntheton (1D072)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Argosyntheton (1D073)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Eteron Argosyntheton (1D074)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Oyranisma Neo (1D075)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Thematismos Eso (1D076)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Thematismos Eso (1D077)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Thema (1D078)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Thès Kai Apothes (1D079)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Katavasma (1D07A)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Endofonon (1D07B)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Yfen Kato (1D07C)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Yfen Ano (1D07D)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Stavros (1D07E)

**Agogika (Conduits)**

Glyphs shown for conduits reflect Greek practice, with chi as the base letter; different national traditions use glyphs with different base letters.

- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Ano (1D07F)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Dipli Ano (1D080)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Kratima Ano (1D081)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Kratima Allo (1D082)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Kratima Neo (1D083)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Aporadera Neo (1D084)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Apli (1D085)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Dipli (1D086)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tripli (1D087)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Tetrapli (1D088)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Koronis (1D089)

**Argies (Retards)**

- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Ano (1D08A)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Anos Chronon (1D08B)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Dyo Chronon (1D08C)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Trion Chronon (1D08D)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Tesaron Chronon (1D08E)

**Leimmas or Siopés (Leimmas or Silencers)**

- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Enos Chronon (1D08A)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Anos Chronon (1D08B)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Dyo Chronon (1D08C)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Trion Chronon (1D08D)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Leimma Tesaron Chronon (1D08E)

**Synagmata or Gorgottites (Synagmas or Quickeners)**

- Byzantine Musical Symbol Gorgon Neo Ano (1D08F)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Aristera (1D090)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Dextra (1D091)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Aristera Kato (1D092)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Aristera Ano (1D093)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Aristera Kato (1D094)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Parestigmaton Aristera Ano (1D095)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Ano (1D096)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Dextra (1D097)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Argon (1D098)
- Byzantine Musical Symbol Klasma Idiomyron (1D099)

**Parestigmaton (One Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Two Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Three Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Four Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Five Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Six Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Seven Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities

**Parestigmaton (Eight Aristera)**

- Called by some authorities
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D0A2</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Ichimata and Martyrika (Ichimas and Evidentials)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A3</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A4</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A5</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A6</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A7</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A8</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0A9</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AA</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AB</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AC</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AD</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AE</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0AF</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B0</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B1</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B2</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B3</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Alloioseis (Differentiators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B4</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B5</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B6</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B7</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B8</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B9</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B0</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B1</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B2</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B3</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B4</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B5</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B6</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B7</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B8</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0B9</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0BA</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0BB</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0BC</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0BD</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D0BE</td>
<td>Byzantine Musical Symbols: Fthores (Destroyers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Grammata (Letters)
The first three characters are not actually attested in musical contexts.

1D0E6. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGRAMMA GG
1D0E7. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIFTOGGOS OU
        \x0223 latin small letter ou
1D0E8. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL STIGMA
        \x03DB greek small letter stigma
1D0E9. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO PA
1D0EA. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO VOU
1D0EB. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO GA
1D0EC. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO DI
1D0ED. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO KE
1D0EE. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO ZO
1D0EF. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL ARKTIKO NI

Specials
1D0F0. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMATA NEO MESO
1D0F1. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMA NEO MESO
1D0F2. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMATA NEO KATO
1D0F3. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KENTIMA NEO KATO
1D0F4. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL KLASMA KATO
1D0F5. BYZANTINE MUSICAL SYMBOL GORGON NEO KATO